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Adfg hunting report

Willow ptarmigan Capture and Radio Collar Rock Ptarmigan Capture and Radio Collaring Alaska offers a variety of hunting opportunities, many of them world class. Options include hunting children on the back streets inside, filling the freezer with musksox, or conducting a one-off brown bear or mountain goat hunt in the southeast rainforest or along the South Central coast. Some species, such as caribou and moose, are widespread
in large parts of the state. Depending on the month, however, animals can also be scarce where there is a good habitat, but are abundant elsewhere. Many large game species in Alaska make long walks between their seasonal areas. The keys to successful hunting are careful planning and thorough preparation. The electronic submission of your hunting reports has many advantages over reporting by post. Confirm that we have your
report! Otherwise, you may not be eligible for future hunting. With online reporting, you can determine which reports you have submitted and which you have not. Prove that you submitted your report! If you submit online, you will receive a certified receipt for your report by e-mail. If there is ever a question, we accept this receipt as proof that you have submitted your report. Save postage money! For most online hunts, there is no need
to email in a paper report. Help to reduce the cost of managing these hunts! If you submit electronically, you can save on printing, postage and labor costs. NOTE: Harvest tickets and permits are issued on the basis of a regulatory year, not a calendar year. For example, a harvest ticket for the 2020 regular year is valid from July 1, 2020 to June 30, 2021. If you select a year or hunting type from the options shown here, you'll see a
table below with basic statistics for that year and the hunting type. If you can't find what you're looking for, choose another year or hunting type, or try the advanced harvest statistics tool for even more search options and features. 2019 Moose Registration Hunt Statistics(Reported Harvest) Harvest Hunt - ofPermits ' ofHunters* Male Female Total Percent Success * Number of hunters = number of people who actually went hunting.
RM022 40 15 2 0 2 13% RM038 1054 762 127 0 127 17% RM046 316 200 51 0 51 26% RM049 95 62 8 0 8 13% RM061 175 125 52 0 52 42% RM062 53 39 15 0 1 5 38% RM160 50 23 11 0 11 48% RM164 157 99 25 0 25% RM271 109 45 16 0 16 36% RM272 307 203 47 0 47 23% RM281 57 50 39 0 39 78% RM282 42 32 12 0 12 38% RM291 277 158 21 0 21 13% RM435 100 53 5 0 5 9% RM445 280 140 6 0 6 4% RM571 167 124
2 5 7 7% RM572 100 83 18 17 35 42% RM573 1 777 138 47 0 47 34% RM575 90 53 5 0 5 9% RM576 101 70 7 35 42 RM583 762 593 131 0 131 22% RM585 228 123 17 0 17 14% RM587 34 31 14 0 14 45% RM615 1565 1.176 238 1 239 20% RM617 80 58 16 0 16 28% RM 620 37 32 16 0 16 50% RM621 4 2 1 1 2 100% RM6 50 279 196 99 0 99 51% RM655 1 0 0 0 No records available RM682 30 19 8 0 8 42% RM768 20 15 1 14
15 100% RM782 14 5 0 0 0 0% 0% 298 134 5 21 26 19% RM831 34 25 3 11 14 56% RM832 334 305 141 0 141 46% RM833 15 3 1 0 1 33% RM834 546 436 158 0 158 36% RM836 293 227 148 0 14 8 65% RM838 77 46 17 0 17 37% RM840 416 332 72 0 72 22% RM841 138 116 29 0 29 25% RM843 28 24 7 7 29% RM855 14 12 9 0 9 75% RM865 1034 803 235 0 235 29% RM880 585 371 86 0 86 23% Hunting type definitions Most
draw hunts are available to residents and non-residents. Drawing hunts require a registration fee and are awarded in the lottery. The application deadline for hunting is November and December. For more information, see draw information and hunt supplements. Tier II hunts are subsistence hunting and are only available to Alaskans aged 10 and over. For more information, see the Tier II Information and Hunt Supplements page. Most
registration hunts are available to both residents and non-residents. As a rule, registration hunting does not limit the number of permits and seasons are closed by emergency ordinance when a harvest target is reached. A few registration hunts limit the number of permits on a first-come, first-served basis. For more information, see the Registration Hunts page. The general season harvest is the type of hunting that most people know -
the basic hunting where you can buy a license, tags or harvest tickets for big game, and follow the general season dates and pocket limits. Visit the General SeasonHunting page for more information. Community Subsistence Harvest (CSH) hunts are Tier I subsistence hunts and are only available to Alaskans 10 and older. For more information, see the Subsistence Harvest Permits page. Select the year and types to receive reports. It
may take a minute to pick up the hunts and areas for the species you choose. The aim of the budget report is to provide the coordinators with information when drawing up the coordinator's report. Therefore, the coordinators of the CSH Group are instructed to do everything in their power to obtain budget-related reports from each of the households participating in their group. The coordinators of the CSH Group should also fill in a
budget report that applies specifically to their own budget. Upon completion of the hunting season, coordinators will be asked to return all collected CSH budget reports to the Glennallen ADF&amp;G Office, together with the required CSH Coordinator Reports. Coordinator Report Forms and Instructions Caribou Moose Budget Report Forms and Instructions Caribou Moose You may report your deer harvest in person, by US Mail or
online. The message of Hirschernten is available online in Report-As-You-Go format, i.e. you can register, register a hunt and then contact at a later time to report another hunt or check what you've already reported. Historical deer harvest reports were conducted through a survey. ADF&amp;G conducted these surveys from 1980 to 2010. Each year, about 35% of deer hunters were interviewed by post and asked to report whether
they were hunting if they were successful, and Details of their hunting activities. With the first mailing email and a follow-up reminder, about 60% of the hunters surveyed provided hunting reports. Deer harvesting is allowed in two regions in the state of Alaska: Region 1 (southeast) and Region 2 (South Central). Each region carried out its own deer harvest survey. The polls were very similar, but not identical. The data for each survey
were stored and analysed separately at regional level, and slightly different summary statistics were calculated for each region. This made the analysis and provision of nationwide deer harvest data somewhat cumbersome. For the 2011 regular year, it was decided to switch to a nationwide Reer Harvest ticket system. Now, harvest reporting for deer is similar to other species in the state. Harvest report cards are attached to the
harvest card, and you must report. Since the hunting season for Reer is long, there is a report about the deer harvest, so that the hunters can report any hunt immediately, instead of having to wait until the end of the hunting season. It is very important to obtain harvest information from hunters – even hunters who were unsuccessful or did not hunt. Please complete all the harvest surveys you receive and return them. How are Deer
Harvest Data used? Harvest reports allow ADF&amp;G biologists to estimate how many people have been hunted and how many animals have been removed from a particular population. Biologists also learn the number of adult males and females taken. This information, collected and compared year after year, is a valuable and cost-effective tool for assessing whether a wild animal population is growing, declining or remaining the
same. If the number of reported animals decreases, this could mean that the local wild population has declined. Alternatively, it could mean that fewer people will be hunted this year or that there has been less hunting (e.B. fewer days to hunt due to bad weather). Knowing where and for how long people have hunted, how they have come to their hunting grounds, and whether they have been successful helps biologists determine which
areas are under pressure and whether the development of the deer harvest is the result of changes in deer numbers or hunting patterns. Deer hunters are asked to provide specific information about the hunting site. With more accurate location information, ADF&amp;G is able to encode hunting and harvesting activities to geographic areas smaller than GMU, such as islands and catchment areas. Based on this information, managers
can use aggregated data to better assess: changes in deer populations in smaller geographical areas, to develop management measures specifically for needs, to assess the potential impact of timber harvesting. better assess other development activities and identify areas of importance to hunters within a given GMU so that they can more closely monitor changes in feed availability or deer status in those areas. All information from
crop reports will be treated confidentially. they have Information from hunters helps managers and policymakers ensure that the rules are consistent with what the wild population does. Summarized results of the deer survey are used by the Alaska Board of Game and the Federal Subsistence Board to set seasons and bag boundaries and to enact other hunting regulations such as allocations to communities. Resources deer harvest
information and hunter involvement has been reported in regular management reports. For more information, see Deer Management &amp; Harvest Reports. Regional deer harvest summary reports are also available: for Southeast Alaska (PDF 923 kB) or South Central Alaska (PDF 305 kB). kB).
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